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EAN13: 8057730918480

            

Alzaluce - metal table lamp with fabric cable, switch and 2 poles plug
Height: 5 cm
Finish: Brushed bronze

Product short description:

Here at Creative-Cables our versatile metal table lamps with fabric cable are amongst of our most admired lighting
products. Alzaluce is a newer option with a slim stem in a variety of lengths that's proving popular with our customers.
The stem and lamp holder finish match the base for an appealing look without a lampshade.

What's exciting about this top quality product is it's possible to create a table lamp that's exactly what you want. Not
only do you get to choose the type of finish and cable, you also select the length of the stem.

You can choose between different metal finishes options. For each of these, we've included a matching cable. If you're
feeling really creative you can let us know if there is another wiring colour or fabric you prefer and we'll supply that for
you.

Please be aware that a light bulb is not included with this product, otherwise, it's ready to use. We recommend our
Globe XL G125 light bulb.
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Product description:

Technical Data for Alzaluce with Smooth Matching Lamp Holder

Base Diameter: 12 cm
Base Height: 2.5 cm
Extension tube: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 cm as chosen
Fitting: E27 - Max 77 W
CE Certified
Plug and switch colours: white, black or transparent according to the selected finish
European 2 poles plug
Fabric covered round electric cable: 2 m (150 cm from plug to switch + 50 cm from switch to Alzaluce)
2x0,75, HAR certified, Made in Italy
This product complies with all UK and EU regulations

Note: Light bulb not included and this product is not for use with a lampshade.
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